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A SEPARATION THEOREM AND APPLICATIONS TO BOREL SETS 

ZDENEK FROLIK, Praha 

(Received February 24, 1969) 

The aim of this paper is to make a further little step in clarifying possible limits of 
separable Descriptive Theory in the class of all completely regular spaces. A short 
summary is in [8]. If not otherwise stated, by a space we mean a separated (i.e. 
Hausdorff) uniformizable (hence completely regular) space. 

Whereas the concept of analytic space in general setting is clear because all 
characterizations and properties of classical analytic sets extend to the general case 
under appropriate interpretation, the concept of Borel space is not clear because 
several problems concerning K-Borel sets have not been solved. It is not excluded that 
BoreHan spaces introduced by the author in [3] (for definition and properties see 
also [6], [7], and [10]) are really the best generahzation of classical separable absolute 
Borel sets (called Lusinian by Bourbaki). 

In this paper B-spaces will be introduced and studied. These spaces form another 
generalization of classical Borel spaces. In section 1 the definitions and basic properties 
of previous generahzation s are given, and two corollaries of the theory of B-spaces to 
classical theory are described. In section 2 two general separation lemmas are proved, 
and applied to a separation theorem for a countable collection of analytic sets 
(Theorem l). In section 3 B-spaces are introduced and studied. Separation Theorem 1 
is essential in Section 3. 

1. Introduction. Denote by E the set of all infinite sequences in the set (and the 
discrete space) N of natural numbers, endowed with the topology of coordinate 
convergence; thus S is the product space П { ^ | « e N} = N^. In the classical theory, 
analytic sets are the empty set and continuous images of S, and separable absolute 
Borel sets are just the one-to-one continuous images of closed subspaces of Z. In the 
setting of completely regular spaces the basic concepts are defined as images of S 
under certain correspondences (i.e. multi-valued mappings). An upper semi-con
tinuous correspondence (preimages of closed sets are closed) ic called an usco cor
respondence. An usco-correspondence with compact values is called usco-compact. 
A space P is called analytic if there exists an usco-compact correspondence / of E 
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onto p . (Observe that the actual domain of/, denoted by D/, is a closed subspace 
of Z,) 

A dusco-compact correspondence is a disjoint usco-compact correspondence; 
disjoint means that the values at distinct points are disjoint. Dusco-compact images 
of Z are called Borelian spaces (introduced and studied in [3]). A space P is called 
bi-analytic ([3], Definition 3) if P is analytic and К — P is analytic for some (and 
then any) compactification К of P. It turns out that Borehan spaces are just the one-
to-one continuous images of bi-analytic spaces. 

If ^ is a collection of sets we denote by B(J/) the smallest collection yV з .// of 
sets that is closed under countable intersections and countable unions. If we restrict 
the operations to disjoint countable unions and any countable intersections we get 
Bj(^/). A Baire set in a space P is a set belonging to 

В (zero sets in P ) , 

where the zero sets are the zero sets of continuous real-valued functions on P. It is 
important that Baire sets can be defined as elements of 

Bj (co-zero sets in P) ; 

a co-zero set is the complement of a zero set. Any two disjoint analytic subspaces A^ 
and Л2 of a space P admit a separation by a Baire set in P (i.e. there exists a Baire 
set P in P with A^ cz В a P — A2). It turns out that bi-analytic spaces are absolute 
Baire sets in their compactifications. Borelian spaces P are characterized as absolute 

Bj (closed sets u Baire sets) 

in completely regular spaces. 
A Soushn set in a space P is the image of E under a closed-graph correspondence 

of S into P. Analytic spaces are characterized as absolute Souslin sets. Usually the 
Souslin sets are defined as the sets that can be obtained from the closed sets by the 
Souslin operation. On the other hand, also in the abstract setting the Souslin opera
tion can be described by means of correspondences defined in E. 

In this paper the so-called B-spaces are introduced and studied. These can be defined 
as the images of E under busco-compact correspondences; a correspondence defined 
in E is called boxed if the preimiages of points are "boxes" in the product space E, 
and "busco-compact" means "boxed usco-compact". The class of all B-spaces 
contains all Borehan spaces and all cr-compact spaces and countable intersections 
of (j-compact spaces. Recall that a d-compact space need not be Borehan ([3], 
Remark following Theorem 10). No external characterization of B-spaces is known. 

Now we are going to describe two corollaries of section 3 to the classical theory« 
By the classical Lusin theorem if / : P -^ g is a continuous surjective mapping 

such that the preimages of points are countable, except for points in a countable 
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subset of ß , then if P is a separable absolute Borel set then so is Q. In the converse 
direction Purvis [9] proved that if the assumptions of the Lusin's theorem are not 
satisfied, then the image of some Borel set in P need not be Borel in Q. Our first result 
says that Q is absolute Borel if P is absolute Borel, under a "geometrical" assumption 
on the preimages of points. 

Theorem 5'. Let f be an usco-compact correspondence of E onto a metrizable 
space Q (a particular case: f is a continuous mapping onto Q defined on a closed 
subset of 1^). If the preimages of points are boxes in E, then Q is a separable absolute 
Borel set. (The proof follows Theorem 5.) 

The second result are two characterizations of (Conditions (l) and (3) in the fol
lowing Theorem 3) separable absolute Borel sets by means of complete sequences of 
countable coverings. Recall (see, e.g. [3], or [4] or [1]) that a sequence û = {^„} of 
coverings of a topological space P is said to be complete if every /i-Cauchy filter has 
a cluster point; a /i-Cauchy filter is a filter ^ such that ^ n Ji^ Ф 0 for each n. 

Theorems. Each of the following four conditions is necessary and sufficient for 
a metrizable space P to be an absolute Borel separable set: 

(1) There exists a complete sequence of countable coverings of P such that the 
elements are analytic sets. 

(2) Condition (l) with disjoint coverings. 
(3) There exists a B-structure on P (for definition see Definition 1 below). 
(4) There exists a Borelian structure on P (see the Remark to Definition 2). 

The p r o o f follows Lemma 3. It should be remarked at this point that conditions 
(2) and (4) characterize Borelian spaces (called descriptive Borel by C. A. ROGERS 
in [10]) introduced in [3]. 

2. Separation Theorems. Two rather general lemmas will be proved here. Theorem 1 
below is an immediate consequence of the First Separation Theorem for analytic sets, 
and Lemma 2 below. 

Definition 1. Given a collection Л of sets, two sets X and Y are said to be J^-
separated or separated by sets in Jf if there exist X^ and F^ in Ja with X с X^, 
YczY^ a n d X i n Fl = 0. 

Lemma 1. Let M be a finitely additive and finitely multiplicative collection of 
sets in a set P. Assume that ^ is a finite collection of sets in P such that any two 
disjoint elements of 

[#-] n [compl ( ^ ) ] {=E{F nN\Fe^,P - Ne 

are Л-separated. 
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Then for each M =э f)^^ M еЛ, there exists a family Jtj^ = {Mp \ F e ^} 
ranging in Ji such that F c Mp, and 

ПЛм с: M . 

In particular, if Ç\^ = 0, then C\Ji^ = 0. 

Corollary a. / / #" is a finite collection of compact sets in a separated space 
P, and if и is a neighborhood of f)^, then there exist neighborhoods Up of F, 
Fe^, such that r\{Up \Fe^} cz U. 

Corollary b. If P is normal then we may replace ''compact'' by ''closed'' in Corol
lary a. 

Lemma 1 (and also the corollaries) may be obviously improved as follows. 

Lemma 1'. Under the assumptions in Lemma 1, if for each <f cz ^ there is given 
an M g 13 Ç\S, М^ЕЛ, then there exists a family {Mp | jp e J^} ranging in Ji 
such that F a Mp and 

n{Mp\Feê} czM, 

for each S a ^, 

Proof of Lemma L Evidently it is enough to prove Lemma 1 under the assumption 
that Lemma 1 is true for each collection of a smaller cardinal than the cardinal of #". 
Let an M in ^ with Ç\^ cz M be given. Pick an element К in #", and put J^^ = 
- #" - {K). The sets X - M and fl-^i - M = П{^^ - M\F e J ^ J are disjoint 
and therefore, by the assumption in Lemma 1, there exists U, Fin Ji with 

UnV=(D, and K-Mc=iU, f)^^ - M a V, 

Applying Lemma 1 to J^^, by the inductive hypothesis, we get a family {Mp | F e 
e #"1} in Л such that 

{M'p\Fe^,} cz V, and Mp :=> F - M , 
Put 

MK = и и M , Mp == M и Mp for F e J^i . 

Clearly f){Mp | F G #"} = M, and M^̂  3 F for each F in ^ . 

Lemma 2. Let M be a finitely additive and o-multiplicative collection of subsets 
of a set P, and let P e Л. Assume that se is a countable collection of sets in P such 
that any two disjoint elements in [ J / ] n [compl. (Л)] are Л-separated. Finally, 
a s s и me that a fa m i I y 

{M^ I #• с j / , ^finite] 
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ranging in Ж is given such that f)^ с M^ for each #". Then there exists a family 

{K^\Ae se] 

ranging in Jl such that K^ з A for all A in J / , and 

(\{K^\Aeß^] czM^ 

for each finite ß^ cz s/. 

Proof. By Lemma 1, for each finite ^ <=i se there exists a family {Kf | F G #"} 
in Ji such that 

ПК? i ^e^} czM^. 

For each A in se let K^ be the intersection of all K^, Ae^ a se, ^ finite. The family 
{K^ has the required properties. 

Theorem 1. Let se be a countable collection of analytic sets in a uniformizable 
space P. Assume that for each finite ^ a se a Baire set Z^ is given such that f)^ <= 
с Zjr. Then there exists a family [Z^ | A e s^] of Baire sets in P such that 

n{Z^\Ae^} czZ^ 

for each finite J^ с j / . 

Proof. Lemma 2 applies to our s/, and the set Ж of all Baire sets in P. This follows 
from the author's separation theorem (see [3], or [6]): Any two disjoint analytic 
sets admit a separation by a Baire set. 

R e m a r k . Theorem 1 is not true for spaces which are not uniformizable. In the 
case of separated spaces we may replace Baire sets by В (open (P)). More precisely, 
Zjr are assumed to belong to В (open), and Z^'s are required to belong to В (open). 
Then the first part of the proof of the author's separation theorem for analytic sets 
and Souslin sets [6, Theorem 1] gives the existence of F^ e В (closed) such that A с 

3. B-spaces. If not otherwise stated, by a space we mean a uniformizable space. 

Definition 2. A B-structure on a space P is a complete sequence \x = {.//„} of 
countable coverings of P such that 

(*) Ç\M, = n{cl n { M , I ^ ^ n} I n e iV} 

for any M„ e M^, 

By "complete" we mean that any /z-Cauchy filter Ji (i.e. M^ r\ Ж ^^^ for each n) 
has a cluster point in P. A B-space is a space on which there exists a B-structure. 
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It follows immediately from the definition that 

Proposition 1. If 1.1 ~ {Ж„} is a B-structure on P, then the restriction of pt to any 
closed subset of P, and also to any element of any Ж^, is a B-structure. Hence: Any 
closed subspace of a B-space, and also any element of any cover in a B-structure, 
are B-spaces, 

To clarify the condition (*), observe that closed coverings do have the property (*), 
and the following is true (in contrast to Theorems below). 

Theorem 2. A regular space P is analytic if and only if there exists a complete 
sequence jn = {^„} of countable coverings of P. 

Proof. Assume that fi = {Ж„} is a complete sequence of countable coverings on P. 
Let {M }̂fc, n = 1,2,..., be a sequence ranging on Ж„. For each ÖT e E put 

/а = П{с10{м:^"^\пйк}\кеЩ 

where a(n) is the fi-th coordinate of cr. It may be proved t h a t / : E -> P is usco-compact 
and surjective. 

Conversely, assume that / is an usco-compact correspondence of Z onto P. Let, 
as usual, S be the set of all finite sequences of natural num.bers, *S„ the set of all 
se S of the length n. Write (j„ for the restriction of с G Z to the initial segment of N 
of the length n. Define an order s < f on S„ to mean that s ф t and the first coordinate 
of s distinct from that of t is less than that of t. Put 

Es = E{(7 I (T G E, s < бг} 

where s < er means that s = a^ for some n, and define 

Ms = f[ls] - U { / P O I ̂  < s} , Ж^ = E{Ms \seS„} . 

It is easy to see that Ms n Mt = 0 for s ^ t, s e S^, t G S„, and that Ms n Mt ^ 0 
implies that either s is a section of f or H s a section of s. It follows that if Ж is 
a Cauchy filter, and M^e Ж n Ж„, then there exists a cr in E such that if M„ = Ms 
then s < (T. Since/is usco-compact, that implies that Ç\[c\ М\М G Ж] has а cluster 
point in /cr. 

Corollary. Every B-space is an analytic space. Each element of each cover in 
a B'Structure is analytic. 

Remark . A B-structure such that the coverings are disjoint is called a Borelian 
structure (usually it is assumed that the (n + l)-th covering refines the n-th covering, 
however this is not important). A space P is Borehan if and only if there exists a Bo
relian structure on P, see [3], Section 3. Borelian spaces are characterized as absolute 

([closed] n [Baire])^^5 
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where the subscript d indicates that just disjoint unions are considered. (See [3], 
section 3.) A similar characterization of B-spaces is not known; however if the space P 
is quasi-classical at infinity (see the following definition) then P is a B-space if and 
only if P is absolute 

([closed] n [Baire])^^. 

Definition 3. A space R is called quasi-classical if R is the image of a separable 
metrizable space under an usco-compact correspondence. A space P is called quasi-
classical at infinity if iC — P is quasi-classical for some, and then any, compactifica-
t i o n X o f P . 

Observe that the class of all quasi-classical spaces is closed under usco-compact 
correspondences, and hence the class of all spaces quasi-classical at infinity is closed 
under proper mappings in both directions. 

Theorem 4. Assume that a B-space P is a subspace of a space Q such that Q — P 
is quasi-classical. Then 

(*) P e ([closed ( e ) ] n [Baire ( ß ) ] ) , , . 

It follows that (*) is true for any Q :D P if P is a B-space quasi-classical at infinity. 

The p r o o f follows immediately from the following 

Lemma 3. Let a = {s^„} be a complete sequence of countable coverings of a space P 
such that the elements of se = Ul^^n} <̂ ^̂  analytic subspaces of P. Assume that 
Q :=> P is a space such that Q — P is quasi-classical. Then there exists a family 
{Z^ I A e s^] of Baire sets in Q such that 

P = DMZA nc]QA\Ae < , } I n G N} , 

[and Z^ :D A for each A). 

Proo f of Lemma 3. Let ^ be the union of all J^„, n G N. By our assumption there 
exists an usco-compact correspondence /c of a separable metrizable space R onto 
Q — P. Choose a countable base J* of P . For each finite ^ a s/ and each В in ^ 
let Z(J^, B) be a Baire set in Q such that f)^ с Z(J^, B), and if there exists a Baire 
set Z with C)'^ cz Z cz Q - /c[P], then Z(#' , P) с ß ~ к[В]. Let, for each finite 
J^ с j / , the set Zjr be the intersection of all Z(#' , P), Be ^. 

Apply Theorem 1 to ß , the collection s/ and the family {Z^r}; we get a family 
{Z^ I A e s/} of Baire sets such that A с Z^, and f){Z^ | A e #"} с Z^ for each 
finite J^ c: j / . We shall prove that P = OMZA П C]QA I Л G О I n G N} . 
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The inclusion с: being evident, assume that a point x e Q — P is in the set on the 
right-hand side. Thus there exist A„ in j3/„ such that 

(**) XEf){ZA.r^dQA„}, 

Consider the set 

K = 0{dpf){Ä^\mu п}\п8Ы} . 

Since a is complete, the set К is compact (it may be empty!), and for each neighbor
hood и of К there exists an Пи e N such that 

cïp П{Л„г I m й Пи} Cl и . 

Choose а, у in R with x e ky. The set ky is compact, and if F i s a neighborhood 
of ky in Q then there exists SL By in ^ such that 

y e By , and ^[^к] ^ ^• 

The sets X and ky are disjoint, because К a P and ky n P = 0. The space Q is 
uniformizable and therefore there exists a neighborhood Z of K, which is a zero set 
in Q such that Z n /cj = 0. 

Put .^ = E{v4„, I m S ^z}? а̂ <1 consider the set /C[JBQ_2] ( e g — Z). Therefore 

Z ^ с б - /c[ßQ_z] . 

Hence 

f){ZA^ I n й Hz} n /ij; = 0 , 
thus 

This contradicts our assumption (**) above, and estabhshes the converse inclusion. 

Remark . In the case of a Borelian structure the proof is much more simpler 
without any assumption on g — P. By the first separation theorem we can choose 
Baire sets Z^, Ae s/, in Q such that Z^ =5 A for each A in ^, Z^ a Zß if A c: B, 
and the collections 

{Z^\Ae <,} 

are disjoint. Then we may interchange (J and f] in 

n { U { Z ^ n c l 2 ^ | ^ e O | n e , N } , 

and the resulting set is easy to prove to be P (the proof is the same as in the proof of 
Theorem 2). For details see [3], Theorem 11 or [6], Theorem 7. This method can be 
used to prove that if there exists a B-structure on a space P such that the elements of 
the coverings are Baire sets in P, then P is Borelian. 
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P r o o f of Theorem 4. Any element of an B-structure is analytic by Corollary to 
Theorem 2, and hence Lemma 3 applies to the first part of Theorem 4. To prove the 
second part it is enough to verify it for compactifications Q of P, and this follows from 
the first part. 

P r o o f of Theorem 3. Let P be any space. Clearly condition (4) implies conditions 
(1), (2), and (3); condition (3) implies condition (1); and condition (2) implies con
dition (1). Assume now that P is metrizable. It remains to prove that condition (1) is 
sufficient, and condition (4) is necessary. First assume (l). Every analytic space is 
Lindelöf as an usco-compact image of a Lindelöf space, namely E. Any metrizable 
Lindelöf space is separable, and hence P is separable. Take a metrizable compacti-
fication К of P, and apply Lemma 3 to get that P is a Borel set in K, which estabhshed 
the sufficiency of condition (l). 

The proof of necessity and sufficiency of condition (4) without any use of classical 
results is given in [3]. The proof is easy if we know that each separable absolute 
Borel set is the image of a closed subspace P of D under a one-to-one continuous 
mapping / . Then a Borelian structure is constructed as follows. For each finite 
sequence s of natural numbers denote by I s the set of all 0" in Z that extend 5. The n-th 
covering of a required Borelian structure consists of a l l / [Es] with s of length n. The 
verification is routine. 

We note the following 

Corollary to Theorem 3. Ä metrizable space is a B-space if and only if it is 
a separable absolute Borel set. 

Definition 4. A box in E = N^ = f]{N | n e N} is a set of the form Y[{^n \пеЫ}. 
A correspondence of E into something is said to be boxed if the preimages of points 
are boxes. For example, any dusco-compact correspondence is boxed. 

Theorem 5. A space P is a B-space if and only if there exists a boxed usco-compact 
correspondence o /E onto P. 

Proof. Let /.I = {^n} be a B-structure on P and let arrange ^ „ in a sequence 
{ M ^ | / c e N } . Define/by 

fa = n(cl n { M ^ \пйт}\теЫ} = П(ММ 

where a = {k„}. Then 

where Ej is the set of all a where 7-th coordinate is i. It is easy to see that / is boxed 
and usco-compact. 
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Assume that / is a boxed usco-compact mapping of Z onto p , M'- = / [SH, and 
let J^„ be the set of all M„', i G N. We shall prove that ft = {^„} is a B-structure on P. 
Let ^ be a Cauchy filter, M^" e J/, ne N. Consider the point a = {/̂ } e I . Since/is 
a boxed correspondence, we have 

f[L{i„ ! n è /с}] = nifim \пйк} 

for each n, and therefore the sets 

D / n I5 , 5 < СГ 

must be non-void, and a e D/. If cl M n / a were empty for some M in ^ / , then we 
would choose an s < a such that / [ S s ] n cl M = 0, which would contradict the 
fact that J/ is a filter. Therefore the collection of all / a n cl M, M G J^, is a filter 
base on fa, and/cr being compact, . ^ has a cluster point i n / a . The proof is finished. 

P roo f of Theorem 5'. Apply Theorem 5 and Corollary to Theorem 3 (following 
the proof of Theorem 3). 

Using the correspondence technique it is easy to prove that the collection of B-
spaces P с Q is closed under B .̂ 

Theorem 6. The set of all B-spaces P cz Q, where Q is a space, is closed under 
countable intersections, and countable disjoint unions. 

Proof. Let/", n G N, be boxed usco-compact correspondences of Z into Q. Define 

by 

/{<«)} = na%)}. 
It is easy to see t h a t / i s boxed, and it is easy to show t h a t / i s usco-compact. Clearly 

E/ = n{E/"} . 

As concerns the disjoint unions, if {E/"} is disjoint then 

defined by 
g(n, a} = f"(T 

is boxed, and of course, usco-compact. Clearly Eg = U{E/"}. The spaces S*̂  and 
^ { S I П G N} are homeomorphic to S, which proves Theorem 6. 

Theorem 7. If P is the image under a one-to-one continuous mapping of a space R 
which is K^ß in some Q ZD R, then P is a B-space. 
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This follows immediately from the following two propositions; the proof of the fiirst 
one is left to the reader. As usual, K^^ means a countable intersection of cr-compact 
sets. 

Proposition 2. The image of a B-structure under a one-to-one continuous mapping 
is a B-structure. 

Proposition 3. If R is a К^§ in Q, then R is a B-space. 

Proof. Let R = f) (J{K{n, m)} with K{n, m) compact. Put ^ „ - E{R n 
n m 

n K[n, m) I m e N}, and prove that {J^„} is a B-structure on R. 

Remark . In [4] the term B-space was used in another meaning; B-spaces in the 
sense of [4] coincide with analytic spaces by Theorem 2 above. 

The main unsolved question concerning B-spaces is to decide if there exists an 
external characterization of B-spaces in the form "absolute something". The second 
problem is to find how much larger is the class of all B-spaces than the class of all 
Borelian spaces. We know that each K^^ is a B-space (Theorem 7), while a K^ need 
not be Borelian ([3], Remark following Theorem 10). The third problem: is the class 
of all B-spaces P a Q closed under countable unions? One more: Is any B-space the 
image of a K^^ under a one-to-one continuous mapping? 

Call a space P a K-Borel space if P belongs to В (compact (g)) for some Q ID P. 
There are many unsolved problems concerning K-Borel spaces, e.g., is a metrizable 
K-Borel space an absolute Borel set? 
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